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         Project  Report : Heart  Trail  Construct ion

Project Partner:  Flagstaf f  Biking Organizat ion, 
Coconino Nat ional  Forest , Flagstaf f  Ranger Dist rict

Location:  Mount Elden

Dates:  June 2019-August  2020

Total Hours Worked: 6,698

USFS Funding: $10,335.40 (430 hours)

In Kind Match- $95,331.72

Donated Hours: 2,305.5

Donated Hours Cash Value:$ 40,346.25

Crew Leader: Josh Langdon

Project  Overview

The project site is located on Mount Elden just north of the town of f lagstaff . The Heart trail 
connects the Sandy Seep, Litt le Elden and Sunset Trails and allows users to gain the top of the 
mountain.  As the trail climbs it winds through the remnants of a large mixed conifer forest which 
was destroyed by the Radio f ire in 1977. The area is well into regeneration, with gamble oak and 
various grasses and shrubs growing strong.

The objective of this project was to re-route the existing Heart trail, the trail had become highly 
eroded in places and was very steep. Because of the nature of this trail it was not recommended for 
bikes or equestrians.  Re-aligning the full length of the trail is intended to assist land managers in 
meeting the demands of the broader trail community in Flagstaff  and it 's outdoor recreation 
economy.

The new Heart trail is now a longer trail but the overall grade is much lower. This means that the 
trail is much more sustainable and can now be considered a multi use trail. It was designed and 
built with sustainability in mind as well as for the enjoyment of multiple user types.

The project certainly had its challenges apart from the rocky and steep terrain the crews were 
confronted with, including the Museum f ire in 2019 and the Covid-19 Virus outbreak that required 
ACE to pause operations for two months in 2020. Despite these challenges what resulted is a 
sustainable and enjoyable multi use trail in a really exciting part of the Coconino National forest.
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Specif icat ions: 

- Tread Width:  24-36 inches

- Stone structures as required to build a durable and safe trail

- Corridor Clearing  Limits:  6 feet wide, 8 feet tall (certain vegetation was left within the 

corridor to retain the character of the area and remnants of the f ire)

Resul ts and Measurable Accompl ishments:

Trail Constructed:  4.2 miles  

Crew Demographics

Age Breakdown                                                                

18:  4

19:  1

20:  3

21:  7

22:  5

23:  13

24:  4

25+:  14

undeclared: 16

Females:  21

Males:  37

White (non Hispanic):  51

Hispanic Origin: 0

African American: 1

Nat ive American: 0

Asian American:2

Undeclared: 6
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Trail  Corridor 
The trail corridor is the intended path of human impact. When trails are designed well, users will 
remain within the corridor to allow the surrounding area to remain in its natural state.  To ensure 
users remain in the corridor, clearing limits - typically a width of 8 feet and a height of 10 feet - 
are established to provide a comfortable tread space. Trail brushing is how we begin to establish 
this corridor. Trail brushing includes the removal of all brush within the established clearing 
limits. Anything projecting into the clearing limits are cut at the axis and stashed out of sight. 

On the Heart Trail, brushing consisted of removing many tree  species, including aspen, scrub oak 
and some dead standing Ponderosa pine. 
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The f irst step in creating a new trail is to clear the path of loose rock and vegetation. This allows 
the crew to see the ground underneath and begin to build the trail.                   

Tread construction begins. In some places good soil made trail building easy, but generally the 
ground was full of large rocks that needed to be removed in order to create an 24 inch tread. 
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Tread Construct ion 

Full Bench and Side Hill Construction:  ACE only recommends full bench tread construction.  This 
technique does not use f il l slope as part of the tread surface; only stable soils make up the trail. 
Contouring the trail to the hil lside ensures that natural drainage can be achieved.  Trails that travel 
straight up and down hills (fall l ine), no matter how gentle, do not allow water to shed in a natural 
manner. Fall l ine trails will consistently have drainage and erosion issues, as it is impossible to 
achieve sheet f low,  whereas full bench and side hill alignments encourage natural drainage.  

Construction of the  Heart Trail  included: removing duff and organics from the trail; cutting the 
tread surface to establish the desired width; excavating the back slope to the angle of repose; 
cutting the tread to the proper linear grade; and maintaining a consistent out slope.  Finished trail 
tread was to be mineral soil, f ree of organics, compacted, without concave depressions that could 
trap water. 

Rock excavation work involved the removal of rock outcrops and protrusions in the trail corridor.  
Work was performed with rock dril ls, double jacks, and rock bars. Excavated rock was util ized on 
other trail structures or taken to other work locations if  deemed eff icient. Often it was used to 
armor the trail in areas that were likely to see heavy water shed. 
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Before Af ter

A section of trail before it was brushed and after tread completion.

Consistent grade reversals ensure that any 
water on the trail will not be able to cause 
erosion for an extended period.

ACE employed the use of a hydraulic rock 
breaker throughout the upper half  of the trail 
to establish trail tread in bed rock.
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Out Sloped Trail

Once the trail is established, out slope becomes the most important aspect of the tread in order to 
encourage water to sheet f low off  of the trail. Out slope is achieved when the downhill edge of 
the trail is slightly lower than the uphill edge. For out slope to be effective, it must be comfortable 
for the user and have an angle steeper than the linear grade of the trail. If  these factors are 
achieved, water will naturally sheet f low off  of the trail. 

The Heart Trails surrounding, rocky terrain allowed the crew to armor the out slope at many 
locations on the trail that would see heavy water f low. The crew would take rocks from the 
hillside, dig a well battered hole at the edge of the tread, and place the rock in order to support 
the out sloped tread to stay in place regardless of heavy water f low. 
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Retaining Wal ls
When constructing a retaining wall, a footing or trench is excavated to place the rocks. When 
placing rocks in the trench, it is important to start with the lowest point and use the largest rocks, 
as this serves as a keystone for the structure. All the rocks are placed so their mass is pushing into 
the hil lside. The bottom of the trench is shaped - f il led with crushed rock or dug out - so the 
f inished elevation is even with the rock next to it. The top of the rocks need to be reasonably f lat as 
they will either be part of the trail or a footing for the next t ier of the retaining wall. The sides of 
the rock are shaped so they make good contact with the rock next to it. The rear of the wall is then 
back f il led with a combination of compacted crushed rock and soil. 

Many of the retaining walls built on the Heart Trail were multi-t ier. For multi-t ier rock retaining wall 
construction, the second tier rocks placed on top of the foundation must be staggered with the 
proper batter in order to create a long-lasting structure. Solid contact is achieved between the top 
of the foundation rocks and the bottom of the second tier rocks. The joints between the rocks in the 
foundation must be spanned by the rocks in the second tier. This design is repeated with the 
following tiers until the desired wall height is achieved. The top of the retaining wall must be back 
f il led with crushed rock and compacted soil as well as properly out sloped to encourage natural 
drainage over the structure.   

A two tier retaining wall that shows 
staggered tiers as well as the use of 
larger rocks and importance of 
battering each rock into the hil lside. 
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In many places the crew needed to build 
rock walls to support and armor the trail 
edge. A foundation was dug to bury the 
rocks into the hil l at the height of the 
planned trail tread.  When digging the 
rock's foundation, the crew also focused 
on having the mass of the rock sit into 
the hil lside, paying attention to its batter. 
Crushed rock was used to f il l any voids 
and strengthen the structure before soil 
was placed to create trail tread.

By contacting multiple 
rocks together, the crew 
builds a multi-t ier 
retaining wall, which is 
then back f il led with 
crushed rock and 
covered in mineral soil 
to provide a durable trail 
surface. 
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To build a rock wall, the crew f irst excavated a footing in the soil. The footing was in-sloped to 
match the designed batter angle and deep enough to support the foundation tier of stones 
(these are usually the largest stones in the wall). 

The foundation tier rocks were in-sloped slightly and set on the excavated surface. Each 
successive tier was staggered slightly into the hil l to strengthen the structure. Stones in each 
successive tier were set so they have at least three points of good contact with the stones below. 

As the tiers were built, the crew back-f il led behind the wall with crush. Once the desired level 
was achieved, soil was then deposited to create the tread surface. The back slope was f inally 
graded to complete this portion of the trail.

These are two sections of the trail that required a wall built between two points to 
retain trail.
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Climbing Turn Construct ion 

Climbing turns are constructed to gain elevation on hillsides, and effectively turn the trail and allow 
trail crews to continue to build at appropriate and consistent grades while maintaining natural 
water shed.

Climbing turns also allow the trail to be built along the side hil l.  This is known as a 'curvil inear' 
alignment, taking advantage of natural land forms to create a sustainable trail.

On some of the Heart Trail climbing turns, the crew used a retaining wall to build up the bottom 
side of the turn and dug into the hil lside to create the top part section.  This allowed the crew to 
established a  minimum of a 14-foot radius for trail users to easily turn on. Grade reversals and 
armored spillways were established before and after the climbing turns to further protect the 
structure. 

Photos of the completed climbing turns. 
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